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WELCOME

Dear Student,
A warm welcome to module UP4202, the Limerick Inside Out Practica at the University of Limerick. I am
delighted that you have chosen to gain a unique first-hand experience of the vibrant local culture and the
people of Limerick City and County.
The module is practice-led and co-created in and with a range of communities. You will be part of a team
of like-minded students, academics and engaged citizens who are committed to social transformation. By
taking this module, you will develop valuable insights into the lives, values, beliefs and challenges of these
communities. You will come to appreciate how the well-being of their members, place making, access to
education and social change are interlinked. Being involved in socially engaged practice, you will advance
key transferable ‘soft’ skills such as cross-cultural and inter-generational communication, creative thinking
and critical reflection, project planning and resilience, negotiation, teamwork and leadership. This
learning experience aims to stimulate the making of insightful connections between the local situation,
your own native contexts and global challenges and opportunities.
This pioneering, experiential learning module forms a vital part of UL’s many Community Engagement
Initiatives and our co-operation with Limerick City and County Council. Civic and civil engagement lie at
the heart of the university’s mission and drives our commitment to education, research and knowledge
exchange as catalysts for the transformation of the City and the region.
I wish you every success for the Limerick Inside Out Practica and hope that through your work with
communities you will become an Ambassador for engaged learning, for Limerick City and County as well
as for UL, sharing your experiences and impressions with the wider world.

Professor Kerstin Mey
Vice President Academic Affairs + Student Engagement
University of Limerick

The purpose of this handbook is to provide you with information about the Limerick Inside Out Practica
and to direct you to other sources of information about undertaking this module at the University of
Limerick. Further information about the Practica modules can be found on SULIS.

© Please feel free to republish or copy this resource providing you credit the author(s) and reference the source. ‘Limerick Inside Out Environment and Well-being: Student Module Outline and Assessment Strategy’ (2020) 1st edition, based on Quillinan, B. (2017) ‘UL Practicum
International Module: Student Outline and Assessment Strategy’
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OVERVIEW
What are the LIO
international
Practica?
The Limerick Inside Out
(LIO) Practica provide
curriculum based
accredited and
experiential learning that
responds to an identified
community need, in the
context of applied
community projects in
Limerick City and
Counties. Each module is
designed and implemented by collaborative teams comprising UL staff,
community partners, students and our official partner Limerick City
and County Council (LCCC).
There are a variety of different themes within the LIO Practica, all
modules are multi-disciplinary and offer the students the opportunity
to develop transversal skills such as creativity, teamwork and communication.

What makes the UL Practicum different to other modules?
 Students collaborate with local Limerick communities to address a range of community self-identified

needs in a variety of ways.
 Students have the support of a Community Co-ordinator and Peer Mentor to support them while

collaborating on their projects with their community partners.
 There is an agreed understanding regarding the roles,

expectations and outcomes of academic, student and
community partners.
 The LIO Practica module includes a consideration of your project

outcomes and ongoing impact.
 Learning outcomes and assessments focus on applied academic

expertise and generic transferable skills (see, for example: UL
graduate attributes: https://www.ul.ie/ctl/sites/default/files/
graduateattributes_050918_hires.pdf
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 Student learning takes place in a variety of non-traditional formats in multi-disciplinary teams and

enables the development of transversal skills.
 Reflective practice is a core component of LIO Practica.
 Student progression will have a clear focus on the development of graduate attributes and other skills

required to succeed in the labour market.

Who is LIO for?
Communities, academics, staff and students work together on collaborative interdisciplinary projects. It is
currently offered to eligible undergraduate students pending approval by Programme Course Director
and/or Home institution. Consideration is being given to expanding LIO for postgraduates in the future.

Why do LIO?
The LIO Practica enables students from all disciplines, staff and communities to come together as
partners to address identified community needs and develop UL student graduates attributes.

When and where is LIO happening?
LIO modules are held off-campus in a variety of locations in Limerick City and surrounding areas, and are
pre-scheduled for Wednesday afternoons 3.00pm – 5.00pm with an hour allocated for travel before and
after each session. Given that the module is a joint university/community commitment, students taking
this module must also commit to full attendance. Travel costs to community sites are covered, and
students are issued with travel cards for local buses.

What is the credit for this course?
This module is worth 6 ECTS credits which is the equivalent of 3 US credits.

How many hours will be required?
This will vary, although an average of 6-8 hours of work per week (including contact hours like lectures,
plus site visits and the students own private study time) over the 12 weeks of the semester should be
expected.

Aims and Objectives of LIO
This module provides students with practical experience, generic skills development (such as applied
research work, teamwork, problem-solving and project work) and affords the opportunity to be part of a
multi- or inter-disciplinary team. It enables them to apply disciplinary knowledge to multi-faceted realworld problems, in an experiential context.
As a LIO participant, students will:


take part in problem identification with community partners and ideation;



develop a deeper understanding of social and academic issues and problems in consultation with
external stakeholders;



work towards solutions in a collaborative and co-created manner;



participate in implementing identified changes and evaluate outcomes (when possible).

A reflective practice underpins the student experience throughout the module.
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Learning Outcomes
Civic Learning Outcomes are the Knowledge, Skills and Values individuals need to be effective Active
Citizens (Tisch, 2013). An effective Active Citizen is a person who understands the obligation and
undertakes the responsibility to improve community conditions, build healthier communities and address
social problems. He or she understands and believes in the democratic ideal of participation and the need
to incorporate the contributions of every member of the community. Communities can be geographic,
interest-based and even "virtual" and may be local, national or global (Tufts, 2013).
The LIO Practica are designed to enable students to:


develop the capacity to apply curriculum-based knowledge in a real-world setting.;



develop graduate attributes to work effectively as a member of a multi-disciplinary team in
collaboration with external community stakeholders;



develop project work communication and problem-solving skills that are interdisciplinary;



develop competence in conveying ideas clearly and effectively to a range of different stakeholders in
different organizational and/or community or cultural settings contexts;



explore issues of social responsibility and ethical practice in sustainable community contexts;



develop the capacity to see new opportunities to address commonly identified issues/ problems
within the community; and



recognize the capacity of those outside their own area of expertise to deliver their professional and/
or experiential expertise into collaborative project work.



In addition to the above learning outcomes, academic staff may identify additional subject-specific
learning outcomes related to their to Practicum project.



Opportunities for students to identify additional learning outcomes of their own are also
encouraged. The LIO Cookbook Series ‘A Couple of Spoonfuls’ is one such example.
www.ul.ie/engage/node/5211

EXPERIENCE

LIO students
Autumn 2019
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LIO SOCIAL MEDIA AMBASSADORS
What is a LIO Social Media Ambassador?
Students who choose to communicate the events and current happenings of LIO and their own
experiences through LIO social media platforms to promote a general interest in local community
initiatives, their own experiences and social events. LIO Social Media Ambassadors are volunteers - all
hours volunteered count towards the Plassey President’s Volunteer Award. Find out more at
studentvolunteer.ie/view-all/limerick-inside-out-social-media-ambassador-5e3005e8532842.05022072

For students who are:


interested in content-creation and using social media as a communication tool for social good;



wanting to use their knowledge and social media skills to promote awareness for LIO Practica and the
work of community partners; and



willing to share first-hand information and insights into LIO experiences while collaborating with local
communities.

What does a LIO Social Media Ambassador do?
Students increase the profile of the LIO Practica experience, Limerick community groups and the city for
prospective students from all around the world.
Students take over the LIO Twitter/Instagram/Facebook accounts for 1-2 weeks in the semester and post
at least five times each week.
Students may also engage with current and prospective students through social media.

What are the benefits?


Develop communication and engagement skills.



Enhance the social media profile of local community partners.



Gain volunteer hours towards the Plassey President’s Volunteer Award.



Learn some essential skills in planning content and organising deadlines.



Working to a project brief experience or partner’s objective rather than your own.



Explore online marketing using social media as a promotional tool for community activities.



Try new ideas or techniques.

What is the Plassey President’s Volunteer Award?
The President’s Volunteer Award is a unique higher education volunteer award through
which the President of the University formally recognises students for their volunteering
work and the contribution they make to communities. It provides the opportunity for an
outstanding student experience, to actively serve communities and to contribute to the
civil, social and cultural life of the Shannon Region and beyond.
International Students studying at UL (for one Semester) can apply for the Plassey
President’s Volunteer Award and as your time as a LIO Social Media Ambassador does not
result in academic credit or payment, it is considered to be volunteered.
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MODULE OUTLINE
LIO Practica Sessions
LIO Practica students must participate in all LIO Practica sessions. Core module sessions will address
topics such as roles and responsibilities, UL graduate attributes, reflection, learning in community
engaged placements, partnership principles, agreements and ethical considerations, and measuring
impact and outcomes. These foundational sessions emphasise the practical skills needed to be successful
in future careers and build better community.
As a participant in these sessions, students will:
 strengthen their skills of observation and reflection;
 discuss scenarios they might encounter during their community experience and how best to handle

these situations;
 explore the connections between their community-learning work and the broader social issues that

affect our community;
 examine how their own identity or "social location" affects the work they do with others in the

community;
 explore the idea of "community engaged learning" and what place it has in society and our lives;
 identify characteristics of "shallow" and "deep" community service experiences and authentic

partnerships;
 apply their analysis and discussion to their own work in the community;
 how to appropriately handle potential situations that might arise during their community-learning

experience.

Community focused activities
The LIO Practica offers an opportunity for students to learn a variety of important transferable skills in a
supported environment. Academic supervision of the project work is carried out by the responsible
module convenor for each project. The involvement of your community partners is contingent on the
parameters of each individual practicum project and negotiated during the first part of the module in the
general project set up. Students will be required to sign a Student/Community Partnership Agreement,
setting out their expectations, as a learner with their community partner (see page 29). Students will be
supported to develop graduate attributes (knowledgeable, proactive, creative, responsible, collaborative,
articulate) and to work effectively as a member of a multi-disciplinary team, including external community
stakeholders.

Module Structure
The following outline gives a breakdown to the LIO module structure on a per session basis. This structure
reflects core elements of LIO, and the common service framework, which ensures consistency of student
experience. Minor changes may be incorporated, subject to agreement, depending on the specific
requirements of each individual module.
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LIO GENERIC MODULE STRUCTURE

LIO ENVIRONMENT & WELL-BEING

Course Assessment
A range of formative and summative assessment methods will be used. Assessments will be designed to
compliment the interactive teaching and learning approaches. In particular, methods conducive to
workplace assessment will be employed (McDowell, 2002). Examples of these may include all or some of
the following:

project presentations

reflective diaries

problem-solving tasks

portfolios and profiles

negotiated assignments and learning contracts, group assignments

self, peer and co-assessment.
Students will be provided with additional assessment supports and LIO will be introducing a range of
interactive tools to enhance the learning experience.
7

ENVIRONMENT AND WELL-BEING
UL would like to invite students to come take a close-up look at
our city to develop your understanding of social, political and
economic challenges impacting on local communities with our
official partner Limerick City and County Council. Through
experiential learning, this module incorporates activities
designed to foster student awareness and understanding of
environmental concerns and social innovation. How staff teach
and interact with students creates a ‘learning climate’ that can
positively affect student learning and wellbeing (Hurvitz et al
2016, Margolis, E. 2001).
Development of inter-disciplinary skills is aimed at improving
employability and enabling occupational mobility.
Students will be provided with opportunities to engage with
their peers in environmental and well-being related activities as
part of LIO this semester.

Examples of LIO supported activities


Social media - students use their experience to give others an idea of what it is like to be involved in
real-world projects with the community in Limerick and what the people, food and places in the city
are really like.



Volunteering - UL officially accredits student volunteering - www.studentvolunteer.ie/ul



International themed recipe book - contribute to the production of a cookbook produced by students
and community partners aimed at student living.

Or a wide range of other UL initiatives such as




UL Pay it Forward - www.facebook.com/PIFLimerick/
Join a sports club - www.studentliving.ul.ie/index.jsp?p=118&n=203
Relaxation Techniques - https://ulsites.ul.ie/studentaffairs/relaxation-techniques

Welcome Session in the City
The welcome session is designed to:


Introduce students to Limerick City and physical
surrounding;



Help students become familiar with the module convenor,
introduce community partners, the Community Coordinator, Peer Mentor and course content;



Provide an overview of supports to help ease any concern
about taking a practicum module;



Provide students with travel cards, consent forms and
communicate other relevant information; and



Set the scene for continued, positive interactions between
the module convenor, community partners and students.
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What are the LIO Environment and Well-being objectives?
The module is designed to support students by fostering increased and participatory engagement with
their new environment, encouraging critical and reflective consideration of their own position within this
new context. On completion of this module, students should be able to demonstrate the necessary
knowledge, skills, attitudes and awareness to operate more effectively as interculturally aware global
citizens able to engage in positive social change with community partners.
It enables students to achieve module learning outcomes via practical and applied experiential learning
instead of more traditional classroom based pedagogies.

Learning outcomes for LIO Environment and Well-being
Students joining this module will develop:
 a critical understanding of intercultural competence and global citizenship;
 an understanding of partnerships as a collaborative, reciprocal process that all participants contribute

equally, although not necessarily in the same way;
 an ability to navigate the ambiguity and challenges that can arise when collaborating with partners;
 an awareness of the complexity of global issues and how these relate to our lives; and
 an ability to challenge what they may see as injustice and inequality.

More specifically, student’s learning will be assessed according to their ability to:
 undertake joint projects with local community groups based on pre-identified needs;
 demonstrate awareness of issues of social innovation in regards to sustainability and well-being;
 demonstrate a commitment to understanding the community voice in local needs; and
 critically reflect on their own growth as an interculturally aware global citizen.

Community Partners
HSE - HEALTH SERVICE EXECUTIVE

LIMERICK CITY & COUNTY COUNCIL

The HSE provides all of Ireland's public health services Citizens of Limerick are supported by a professional,
in hospitals and communities across the country.
proactive and accessible Council which continues to
hse.ie/eng/about/
inspire and motivate all to participate in the development
of their individual communities.
doras.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Belonging-toLimerick-Integration-Plan-2018-to-2022.pdf

THE HUNT MUSEUM

NARRATIVE 4

The Hunt Museum, located in Limerick city centre,
houses an eclectic selection of artefacts ranging from
the Stone Age to the 20th century and is a popular
place to gather in the café overlooking the River
Shannon. huntmuseum.com/

Narrative 4 is working in four continents, twelve
countries, and 18 US states. Their work is rooted in the
N4 story exchange which equips people to use their
stories to build empathy, shatter stereotypes, break down
barriers, and - ultimately - make the world a better
place. narrative4.com/ireland/
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“Being able to go out,
meet and work
alongside people with
other cultures and
getting credit for it has
been one of the best
experiences that I’ve had
in Ireland.”
(student 2017)

The Environment and Well-being module has three key phases that underpin student experiential
learning. Each of these are summarised below:

1. PREPARATION
Preparing to work effectively with community partners on real-world projects as well
as discussing theoretical frameworks of ethics, good practice and partnership. Prereading list is supplied and students may be required to participate in a story
exchange - narrative4.com/ireland/ .

2. ACTION
Working with local community partners in Limerick on the co-creation, coconstruction and application of knowledge to overcome key issues impacting on the
local community. Engaging in a new, real-world environment to promote positive
social change with Limerick’s multicultural community.

3. REFLECTION
Participating in a workshop with all stakeholders to critically reflect on the learning
that has taken place during the module. Building student skills and awareness to
become more effective as a global citizen in today’s society and/or a globally aware
graduate.
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Public Exhibition
Student project work is displayed in a public forum in conjunction with a community event that includes
key LIO stakeholders and gives students the opportunity to present the results of their co-created project
to community partners and key LIO stakeholders.

Source: International Education Division Newsletter Summer 2019
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Module Assessment Strategy
Students will undertake both formative and summative assessment methods.
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning whilst providing ongoing feedback that
can be used by students to improve their learning. Assessments will be designed to compliment the
interactive teaching and learning approaches. In particular, methods conducive to workplace assessment
will be employed (McDowell, 2002). More specifically, formative assessments help students identify their
strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work. Graduate attribute development is key and
will be detailed throughout the assessment. The goal of summative assessment is to evaluate student
learning at the end of an instructional unit by comparing it against a standard or benchmark.

Assessment
The Environment and Well-being module will be assessed using the following four instruments:
 Participation in and completion of a community project
 Student critical reflection - e.g. reflective diary
 Project description summary and
 Poster presentation (see page 14).

Repeat Assessment
Students who fail a UL Practicum must repeat an alternative elective module offered by the University,
subject to their own Course Board / Home University approval.

Example of suggested reading for Environment and Well-being UP4202
Butcher, M. (2019) ‘Becoming “Ghosts”: Recalling the Impact of Urban Change on the Lived Experience of
Multiculture’, Ethnic and Racial Studies, 42(3), pp. 387–394. doi: 10.1080/01419870.2019.1536273
Emerson, K., Nabatchi, T. and Balogh, S. (2012) ‘An Integrative Framework for Collaborative Governance’,
Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory, 22(1), pp. 1–29. doi: 10.1093/jopart/mur011
Holmes, T., Blackmore, E., Hawkins, R., Wakeford, Dr. T. (2011) The Common Cause Handbook: A Guide to
Values and Frames for Campaigners, Community Organisers, Civil Servants, Fundraisers, Educators, Social
Entrepreneurs, Activists, Funders, Politicians, and everyone in between.: Public Interest Research Centre.
Available at: http://www.commoncause.org.au/uploads/1/2/9/4/12943361/common_cause_
handbook.pdf.
Hunter, B., White, G.P. and Godbey, G.C. (2006) ‘What Does It Mean to Be Globally Competent?’ Journal
of Studies in International Education, 10(3), pp. 267–285. doi: 10.1177/1028315306286930
Smith, G. (2005) Beyond the Ballot: 57 Democratic Innovations from around the World. A Report for the
Power Inquiry. London: Power Inquiry. Available at: https://gsdrc.org/document-library/power-beyondthe-ballot-57-democratic-innovations-from-around-the-world/.
Tuleja, E.A. (2014) ‘Developing Cultural Intelligence for Global Leadership through Mindfulness’, Journal of
Teaching in International Business, 25(1), pp. 5–24. doi: 10.1080/08975930.2014.881275
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SCHEDULE
An indicative schedule for the semester is provided below. The unique requirements of the community
based project work may require some schedule modifications. Please refer to the relevant module site on
SULIS (following enrolment) for up to date schedule information.
Location details for weekly sessions will be posted on Sulis the Monday before.

WEEK

SESSION

DATE

TIME

1

Welcome Session in Limerick City

Wed 29th Jan 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

2

Ethics and Practice 1

Wed 5th Feb 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

3

Ethics and Practice 2

Wed 12th Feb 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

4

Strand Leader/Project Induction

Wed 19th Feb 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

5

Community partnership - project work

Wed 26th Feb 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

6

Community partnership - project work

Wed 4th Mar 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

7

Community partnership - project work

Wed 11th Mar 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

8

Community partnership - project work

Wed 18th Mar 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

9

Community partnership - project work

Wed 25th Mar 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

10

Group reflection

Wed 1st Apr 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

11

UL Symposium - student project presentation day

Wed 15th Apr 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

12

Final public exhibition with community partners

Wed 22nd Apr 2020

3.00pm - 5.00pm

Please note: This information may be subject to change. Travel costs to community sites will be covered. For further
information contact: LIOinfo@ul.ie
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MODULE ASSESSMENT STRATEGY
ASSESSMENT TYPE

%

SUBMISSION/
PRESENTATION DATE

Students taking this module must commit to
full attendance.
Failure to attend any of the prescribed
modules will result in the automatic award of a
C3 grade.
Absence from three or more classes offcampus activities will result in a fail grade

Session attendance/
participation

Community project

Critical Reflection

COMMENTS

Submission:

Although you have been given a theme you
will need to work with your community
partner(s) to develop a better understanding
of what the challenge is and ideas of how this
can be addressed.

Submission:

Formative Assessment and Feedback.
Individual reflection based on your community
project progression and on your personal and
associated attribute development.

35%

35%

Included in above

Peer Assessment

Submission:

Project description
summary

10%

Summative Assessment.
This will compliment your poster presentation
and will be presented to your community
partners.
Refer to Community Briefing Guidelines (see
page 11)
Included in above

Group Community
Briefing

Submission:

Poster Presentation

20%
Presentation:

TOTAL:

An outline of how you intend to approach
working with your community partner(s) with
an indication of your project plan and what it is
you hope to achieve.

100%
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Summative form of assessment.
Submit a poster presentation depicting your
community project. Refer to Poster Guidelines
(see pages 21-24)
Detailed guidelines will be outlined during the
semester.
10 minutes will be provided to each group to
give a verbal presentation of your poster .
Students will present their posters at a city
exhibition.

KEY APPROACHES AND COMPONENTS
RECIPROCITY
Reciprocity is regarded as a foundational concept in community engaged learning. It can be described as
adherence to principles of respect, trust, genuine commitment, balancing power, sharing resources and
clear communication.
Dostilio, L., Brackmann, S., Edwards, K., Harrison, B., Kliewer, B., & Clayton, P. (2012). Reciprocity: Saying what we mean and
meaning what we say. Michigan Journal of Service-Learning, 19, 17–32.

CREATION, CO-CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE
This curriculum approach, positions curriculum planners, lecturers, community members, and students
as co-authors in knowledge making, acknowledging that self-authorship is central to a twenty-firstcentury tertiary education. Students considered by educators as co-creators of knowledge and drivers of
social change rather than viewed as passive consumers of third level education.
Heard, M. (2014) "Repositioning Curriculum Design: Broadening the Who and How of Curricular Invention." College English 76.4:
315-336.

TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING
Transformative learning requires deep learning and critical reflection . Knowledge is viewed by the
lecturers as a broader construct than purely acquisition to one which encompasses knowledge that
impacts on the whole person.
Mezirow, J. (2000), “Learning to think like an adult: core concepts of transformation theory”, in Mezirow & Associates, J. (Eds),
Learning as Transformation: Critical Perspectives on a Theory in Progress, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA, pp. 3-34.

SITUATED LEARNING
Learning is situated, meaning it is a social process shaped by the context and the culture in which it takes
place. Situated learning encourages participative teaching environments in which knowledge is created
through the interaction of the learner with others and the environment.
Lave, J. and Wenger, E. (1991) Situated Learning: legitimate peripheral participation, Cambridge, Cambridge Community Press

NEGOTIATED LEARNING
Negotiated meaning, learning and identity development are linked. Communities of practice enable
students to negotiate and renegotiate the meaning of tutor constructed artefacts, and, by looking out
from their community towards institutional learning environments, students are changed as learners, so
developing their learning strategies and professional identities.
Orsmond, P. & Merry ,S.(2017) Tutors’ assessment practices and students’ situated learning in higher education: chalk and cheese,
Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education, 42:2, 289-303, DOI: 10.1080/02602938.2015.1103366

STUDENT CENTRED LEARNING
Student-centred pedagogy contains elements that promote student-directed learning (e.g. individual
choice, self-expression, independent thinking), as opposed to teacher-centred pedagogy in which
teachers direct and organize the flow of information, with little to no contribution from the students.
Kember, D. & McNaught, C. (2007). Enhancing University Teaching: Lessons from Research into Award Winning Teachers,
Routledge, London.

REFLECTION
Reflection refers to the processes that a learner undergoes to look back on his past learning experiences
and what he did to enable learning to occur (i.e. self-reflection on how learning took place), and the
exploration of connections between the knowledge that was taught and the learner’s own ideas about
them (i.e. self-reflection on what was learned).
Lew, M. D. N., & Schmidt, H. G. (2011). Self-reflection and academic performance: is there a relationship? Advances in Health
Sciences Education, 16(4), 529–545. http://doi.org/10.1007/s10459-011-9298-z

GRADUATE ATTRIBUTE DEVELOPMENT
Graduate attributes are the qualities, skills and understandings that include, but go beyond the
disciplinary expertise or technical knowledge that has traditionally formed the core of most university
courses. They are qualities that also prepare graduates as agents of social good in an unknown future
and include teamwork skills and being able to think both critically and independently.
Bowden, J., Hart, G., King, B., Trigwell, K., & Watts, O. (2000). Generic capabilities of ATN University graduates. Canberra: Australian
Government Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs
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EXAMPLES OF PARTNERSHIPS
Project Partner
ADARE TIDY TOWNS
Adare, Co. Limerick
Project Name
History of Adare Cottages
Project Partner
CHILDREN’S GRIEF CENTRE
Limerick City
Project Name
Parental Information booklet project
Project Partner
HUNT MUSEUM
Limerick City
Project Name
Checkmate in Green Spaces
Project Partner
LIMERICK’S GATEWAY TO EDUCATION
Limerick City
Project Name
Limerick’s Gateway to Education Marketing Project
Project Partner
LIMERICK MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
Limerick City
Project Name
Limerick Mental Health Association fundraising and awareness
Project Partner
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE BLIND OF IRELAND (NCBI)
Limerick City
Project Name
Development and evaluation of training for use of iDevices for service users
Project Partner
LOUGH GUR DEVELOPMENT
Bruff, Co. Limerick
Project Name
Development and marketing of health and wellbeing initiatives
Project Partner
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES
Limerick City
Project Name
Health in Multicultural Limerick
Project Partner
ST. GABRIEL’S SPECIAL NEEDS CENTRE
Limerick City
Project Name
Marketing and Fundraising project for the Centre
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EXAMPLE ASSESSMENT TOOLS
Community Briefing Report
As part of the assessment, students may be asked to complete a community briefing with their student
team for presentation to their community partners. A template for a UL Engage Community Briefing
document has been designed as a guide for students. The report can then be used as part of their
personal and professional portfolio and is a concise publication which can be submitted to their home
university if required. It also clearly communicates what has been achieved to the community partners
and is evidence of what has emerged from the partnership.
A group mark will be awarded for this assessment format

Community Briefing Report Marking Criteria
Content and Criteria

%

A clear and concise overview of the community
project was provided by the group (aim, objectives,
rationale).
A brief profile of the community partners and
students included in the project was provided.

Clear outcomes of the project provided. Evidence of
impact of this project on the community? Supporting
materials and information e.g. testimonials,
photographs.

Clear and concise recommendations to sustain this
project going forward are included.
Training materials, brochures or other resources or
materials used/developed to support the project are
provided.

Total

17

Score and
Comments

Reflection
Throughout the practicum, students are encouraged to self-assess their current skills base in order to
identify the graduate attributes that they wish to develop. Their self-assessment and initiative (for active
growth) will be strongly integrated into practica module workshops and feedback sessions.

“It was an experience I will cherish for the rest of my life. Seeing all the people from
Limerick and beyond enjoying the spectacle Lumen Street Theatre and other
organizations put on for them was priceless. I heartily agree with the HungarianAmerican psychologist, Mihaly Csikszentmihalya, when he stated,
“of all human activities, creativity comes closest to providing the
fulfilment we all hope to get in our lives. Call it full-blast
living.” (1)
There truly is something about creativity that unites people of all creeds. It inspires
them to work toward a final product that will benefit all.”
International Practicum Student
LIO Practicum Spring 2019
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UL PRACTICUM : Reflective Diary
(500 words maximum)

Name:

Semester Week:

Student ID:

Project Team:

DESCRIBE
(Describe what has been your experience on LIO so far? What did you do? Who was/was not present? Please
describe any progression and group meetings regarding your group project.)

ARTICULATE LEARNING
(What did you learn? How did you learn it? How have you developed overall? Relate your learning to your
contribution to your community project.)

EVALUATE
(What way have you succeeded or done well? In what ways have you been challenged on the practica? How has this
experience made you feel so far either positively or negatively? How has your perspective/thoughts changed in light
of your experience so far?)

PLAN
(What are your individual plans or ideas regarding this project going forward? What is your group’s plan going
forward?)

FEEDBACK TO STUDENT
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Reflective Diary Marking Criteria
Criteria

Score

Describe
What did you do? Where did you do it? Who
were you working with and/or for? When did
this happen? Why did you do it? What did
others do? What actions did you/others take?
What else happened that might be important?
(e.g., equipment failure, weather-related
issues, etc.)

Articulate Learning
What did you learn? How did you learn it? Why
does it matter? What might/should be done in
light of it? How have you developed overall? In
relation to the graduate attributes you have
chosen to focus on, what activities have
provided opportunities to facilitate their
development? Relate your learning to your
contribution to your community project and
the specific activities that you engaged in.
Provide the context of these learning
experiences (within a group, individually, with
the community partners).
Evaluate
What ways have you succeeded or done well?
How have you been challenged on the
practica? How has this experience made you
feel so far either positively or negatively? How
has your perspective/thoughts changed in light
of your experience so far?

Plan
What are your individual plans or ideas
regarding this project going forward? What is
your group’s plan going forward? How do you
and your group plan to overcome any
identified challenges?

Total

20

Total and Comments

Poster Presentation
As part of their assessment students may be asked to design and present a poster with their student
practicum partners.

Poster Presentation Marking Criteria
Mark
Range

Poster Content
(visual impact, appropriate balance of text and figures, accuracy, sequencing etc. of material
presented)

16-20

Excellent poster. Contains informative, appropriate and concise content. Clear aims and
objectives. Well organised poster, excellent organisation and flow.

10-15

Good, concise content. Clear text and diagrams with a well-defined focus, reflecting a good
knowledge of material and good competence in its critical assessment. Well organised poster.
No significant deficiencies, but a number of minor corrections needed. Good organisation and
flow, lay-out, headings)

5-9

No major flaws, but a number of significant deficiencies. Poor aim/objectives. Difficult to
identify the poster’s focus. Includes unnecessary material. A few deficiencies in presentation.
Poorly designed poster

0-4

A number of major flaws. Lacking in overall structure. Evidence of a lack of basic knowledge
and critical ability. Nothing approaching an acceptable poster. Evidence of basic mistakes e.g.,
spelling, unexplained abbreviations, and grammar.
TOTAL MARK

Mark
Range

Oral Performance/Student Contribution
(ability to describe the project and answer questions, understanding of the project)
(contribution to the process, inputs including challenges encountered and solutions
implemented to address them)

16-20

An excellent, thorough understanding of all aspects which allows poster to be presented
confidently, questions to be answered accurately and fluently, and the discussion to be
extended with confidence into difficult or unfamiliar areas. Evidence of significant contribution
to the project including challenges encountered and solutions implemented to address them.

10-15

Very Good. A thorough understanding of most aspects which allows the poster to be
presented confidently and questions to be answered with some ability to extend the
discussion into difficult or unfamiliar areas. Evidence of good contribution to the project. Good
explanation of challenges encountered and approaches to address them.

5-9

An adequate understanding of most aspects. Fairly good presentation of poster. Ability to
answer some questions. Some ability to extend the discussion so as to make relevant links.
Evidence of some contribution, with little explanation as to why progress /input was impeded
or why some expected outcomes were not achieved

0-4

Little understanding shown. Poor presentation of poster. Able to answer simple question.
Unable to make relevant links. Virtually no ability or understanding demonstrated. Little/no
evidence of any meaningful contribution presented. Unclear/no explanations for same.
TOTAL MARK

STUDENT FEEDBACK
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Mark

20

Mark
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Student Guidelines for Designing a Poster
PLANNING AN ACADEMIC POSTER
An academic poster is designed to communicate clearly, concisely, and visually. It should also be selfexplanatory. Notes should not be needed.
It takes skill to summarise a complex topic without losing some meaning or connections.


What do you need to consider first?



How might you use images or diagrams to help convey your message?

Since a poster must communicate so concisely, you will need to spend some time identifying your key
points. Decide what you need to communicate, and how.


What is your main message?



What does your viewer need to know?

Identify the key points, always keeping your topic or task in mind.

REMEMBER
Academic posters are expected to show evidence of reading and research,
so you must always include references.
STRUCTURE
Like other types of academic writing, an academic poster should be well organised, with clear headings and
subheadings. Examples:


Title



Introduction- Background



Aim/objectives - What problem or need are you addressing



Intervention - (Implementation /Solution/Rationale for solution/ Why do it



Outcome - What did you achieve



Evaluation - What difference will it/has it made to the community



Conclusion - Recommendations



Student names/community partners



References



Logos

HOW TO DESIGN A POSTER?
Developing a Layout - Visual Impact
Make sure important graphics or information stand out clearly in your design. Remember, graphics may
not be needed if words are more powerful.
Avoid either oversimplifying (too little useful information) or over-complicating (too much information).
Once you have identified your main content and structure, you need to identify the graphics and formatting which will communicate your message best. How will you organise your content visually? How
might you use colour and type to enhance visual impact?
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USE OF TEXT
An academic poster needs to be clear and legible from a distance. You should therefore think about how to
format the text and what size it should be.


A poster should be legible from about one meter, and attract interest from about five meters.



Aim for a word count of about 300 to 800 words. 300 words leaves plenty of room for graphics, while
800 words would be more text heavy.



For clarity, use a sans-serif font like Arial or Helvetica. Make sure there is good contrast between text
and background.



To be legible at a distance, the main title should be around 70-100 pts, subheadings around 40 pts,
body text around 24 pts.



Format headings and subheadings consistently. This helps structure your information visually.

HOW DO I PRODUCE A POSTER?
First, allow plenty of time to prepare and produce your poster. You will need to plan your content, design
the layout, write and edit it, organise production and printing.
A variety of software applications can be used to produce an academic poster. One of the most popular is
Microsoft PowerPoint, which UL computers have installed as standard. This allows you to share your work
easily, and update it from any location. For example, you may need to edit or add new information just
before the presentation.
By using PowerPoint you can integrate a range of media, produce diagrams and flowcharts easily, and create
custom charts and graphs from your data. However there are a range of other options you may like to
consider, e.g. Publisher, Canva, etc.

HOW DO I PRESENT A POSTER?
At academic conferences and seminars people gather to hear about and discuss issues relevant to their
subject area, and to meet others interested in the same challenges and questions.
At a poster presentation, you will normally be asked to stand beside your poster, say a few words, and
answer questions. This allows people to discuss the content in a more informal, less daunting setting than
during an oral presentation, which might have a very large audience. It is also possible to have more
detailed one to one discussions with the people who are interested in your poster. It is also a good idea to
prepare handouts for people to take away.
Be prepared, anticipate likely questions and practice your responses.
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KEY POINTS TO CONSIDER


Allow plenty of time to prepare and produce your poster.



Plan carefully, structure content clearly and present it suitably.



Aim for a good balance of text and graphics.



Consider preparing handouts of your poster.



Practice your presentation before the session.



Text should be large enough to be seen from one meter away.



The pieces should be organized in a way that leads the viewer through the display.



Make illustrations simple and bold.



The display should be self-explanatory so that you are free to talk.



Keep displays simple and text brief; a viewer should “get it” in 30 seconds. You can provide
in-depth information in a handout.



A neutral coloured poster on matte board is more pleasing to the eye than one on a bright
coloured background.



Try to keep 40% of the poster area empty of text and images. (Students often make the
mistake of trying to fill all of poster in their enthusiasm to include as much as possible).



Limit your use of boxes and lines. (If you put text and images in boxes and separate the
columns and sections with lines, your poster will look like it’s still on a grid. The lines stop
the viewer’s eyes from scanning smoothly, and it becomes difficult to scan the entire
poster. You can achieve an orderly poster with white space.)



If items go together, put them close to each other (e.g., keep a photograph or illustration
near where it is discussed in the text).
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MARKING CRITERIA
UL Undergraduate Grading Bands Marking Criteria
Grade

Award level

QPV

Description

A1

First

4.00



Outstanding performance.



In-depth knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts related to
the topic. Integrates information into a wider context.



Excellent analysis and interpretation.



Evidence of a significant amount of outside reading.



A logically structured and clear approach.



Answer is original and reflective.



Excellent performance.



A comprehensive knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts.



Excellent analysis and interpretation.



Evidence of a significant amount of outside reading.



Answer may have neglected to deal with one or two minor aspects of the
issues involved.



A logically structured and clear approach.



Very good performance.



A substantial but not totally comprehensive knowledge and understanding of
principles and concepts.



Shows a very good competence in the subject without being outstanding.



Very good analysis and interpretation.



Some gaps in knowledge. Student can argue the key issues in an intellectually
organised manner.



A logically structured and clear approach.



Good performance.



A competent and organised approach to the subject matter.



A reasonable knowledge and understanding of principles and concepts.



Very good analysis and interpretation.



Student is very familiar with the material covered in lecture notes, but may
show limited evidence of wider reading.



Answers may be organised rather than inspired.



Competent performance.



Shows evidence of having put significant work into studying the subject.



A reasonable level of knowledge.



Good analysis and interpretation.



Some gaps/oversights in either knowledge, or in the approach taken. Limited
evidence of wider reading.



Reasonable analytical and interpretative skills.



The work is still of sufficient standard to merit an honours award.

A2

B1

B2

B3

First

2.1

2.1

2.2

3.60

3.20

3.00

2.80
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Grade

Award level

QPV

Description

C1

2.2

2.60



Satisfactory performance.



Shows a familiarity with the subject material covered in the question.



The approach taken to answering the question is rather limited.



Focuses on material covered in lecture notes. Little or no evidence of wider
reading.



A basic knowledge of key principles and concepts only.



Limited analytical and interpretative skills.



Acceptable performance.



Conversant with the subject area.



A good average answer, which does not stray beyond the basics.



Some significant gaps in knowledge.



Limited analytical and interpretative skills.



Minimally acceptable performance.



A basic pass. Shows a basic knowledge of key principles and concepts.



Significant gaps in knowledge or understanding.



May have omitted to answer part of the question.



Answer is basic and factual with some errors.



The standard of work is sufficient to obtain a passing grade.



Limited analytical and interpretative skills.



Weak performance, compensating fail.



A poor answer, unsatisfactory in some significant ways.



Student is unable to correctly recall important material related to the
question at hand.



Little evidence of analytical and interpretative skills.



Answer is disorganised and lacks intellectual depth.



Poor performance, compensating fail.



Very poor answer. The student either has very little knowledge of the
subject area, or lacks the ability to express their knowledge in an organised
fashion.



Student may have shown some small knowledge of the area.



Little evidence of analytical and interpretative skills.



An outright fail no compensation allowed.



The work is completely unsatisfactory and shows very little evidence of
effort.



Little or no evidence of knowledge of key principles and concepts.



No evidence of analytical or interpretative skills.

C2

C3

D1

D2

F

Third class
honours

Third class
honours

2.40

2.00

Compensating 1.60
Fail

Compensating 1.20
Fail

Fail

0.00
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For essay-type assignments, which are completed over a greater period of time than examinations, faculty
assessing the work may also wish to give due regard to the following criteria:


Originality



Adoption of a critical perspective



Fulfilment of the initial brief



Referencing



Relevance to the topic



Factual accuracy



Grammar and spelling



Presentation

Guideline percentage bands associated each grade:
Grade

QPV

Percentage band

A1

4.00

75% or more

A2

3.60

70%

B1

3.20

65%

B2

3.00

60%

B3

2.80

55%

C1

2.60

50%

C2

2.40

45%

C3

2.00

40%

D1

1.60

35%

D2

1.20

30%

F

0.00

Less than 30%
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1

Student / Community Partnership Agreement
As you begin your LIO practicum, please remember that you will be a representative of the University
of Limerick in the community. As such we ask you to carefully read and abide by the following
guidelines, which have been designed to assist you in having a positive and productive learning
experience.
1.

Be punctual and responsible. You are participating in an organisation as a reliable,
trustworthy and contributing member of the team. Both the administrators and the people
whom you work with rely on your punctuality and commitment to completing your session
hours/project work throughout your partnership.

2.

Ask for help when in doubt. You are encouraged to approach your peer mentor/community
partner with questions or problems as they arise. They can assist you in determining the best
way to respond in difficult or uncomfortable situations.

3.

Call if you anticipate lateness or absence. Call your community partner/peer mentor if you
are unable to come in or if you anticipate being late. The community depends on your
contributed services and will be at a loss if you fail to come in as scheduled. Be mindful of your
commitment; people are counting on you.

4.

Respect the privacy of people you are working with. If you are privy to confidential
information with regard to persons with whom you are working, i.e. organisational files,
personal stories etc. it is important that you treat this information with respect. You should
consider using pseudonyms in referring to this information where appropriate.

5.

Show respect for the agencies with whom you work. Placement within community
programmes is an educational opportunity and a privilege. Remember, not only are you serving
the community, but the community is serving you by investing valuable resources in your
learning.

6.

Be appropriate in attitude, manners and appearance. You are in a real world project and are
expected to treat your project team and community members with courtesy and kindness.
Dress neatly, comfortably, and appropriately.

7.

Be flexible. Real-world projects and people are not always predictable. Your flexibility to
changing situations can assist the partnership in working smoothly and in producing positive
outcomes for everyone involved.
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In addition to the above expectations, as a participant in your community engaged learning
experience, you are also responsible for the following limitations:
NEVER …



report to your placement under the influence of drugs or alcohol;



give or loan money or other personal belongings to a community member;



make promises or commitments to a community member that neither you nor the
organisation can keep;



give a community member or organisational representative a ride in a personal vehicle
unless the person is authorised for transport. DO NOT transport a child by yourself;



tolerate verbal exchange of a sexual nature or engage in behaviour that might be perceived
as sexual with a community member;



tolerate verbal exchange or engage in behaviour that might be perceived as discriminating
against an individual on the basis of age, race, gender, sexual, orientation or ethnicity.

Other Safety Issues:



If you take the bus, make sure that have your LEAP card with you and know the route.



In case of breakdown or transportation problems, carry enough money to get home.



Familiarise yourself with people, places and things in the area that can be of assistance in
times of emergency (e.g. the location of phones, 24 hour shops, Garda station etc.).

Give the phone number of the community partner/academic supervisor where you will be
engaged, to a roommate, friend, or relative before leaving for your placement site.

I have read and understood these guidelines and I agree to them.
Student name: _____________________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________ Date: __________________

RECEIVED BY
Module Convenor: __________________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________ Date: __________________

© Please feel free to republish or copy this resource. All we ask is that you credit the author(s) and reference and source.
UL Engage Resource (2016) Quillinan, B. ‘Student Community Partnership Agreement’
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APPENDIX 2

LIMERICK INSIDE OUT

Consent Form
I am granting the University of Limerick permission to use, reuse, publish, and/or republish in whole or in
part, across any medium, any image, video or voice recording of me and/or taken by me including any
written content, for purposes of promotional flyers, educational materials, derivate works or for any
other similar purpose without compensation to me.


I understand that Limerick Inside Out may use my name and any information which might
accompany and/or is related to any image, video or voice recordings of me and/or taken by
me including any written content.



I waive the right to approve how any image, video and/or voice recording of me and/or
taken by me is used including any written content.



I accept that there is no time limit on the validity of this consent form nor is there any
geographic limitation on where these materials may be distributed and/or used.

By signing this form I acknowledge that I have read and understand the above release and agree to be
bound thereby. I hereby release any and all claims against any person or organisation utilizing this
material for educational purposes.
I confirm that I am 18 years of age or older.

Print name:
Signature:
Email address:
Date:
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APPENDIX 3
Student Evaluation of Practicum Placement

input
your

counts

We would appreciate if you would share with us your experiences
with regard to the Limerick Inside Out International Practicum by
answering the sections below.
Student Name:
Student ID:

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements
(1=agree, 2=agree somewhat, 3=unsure, 4= disagree somewhat, 5=disagree)
Agree
1
1. My practicum experience was meaningful
to me.
2. A practicum is a valuable method for
learning.
3. The community site afforded opportunities
to learn and develop my skills/graduate
attributes.
4. I was well prepared for the practicum
project.
5. I received enough support throughout the
practicum.
6. I used a variety of skills during my
practicum.
7. I would recommend this practicum to
another student.
8. I gained valuable experience from this
module.
9. I experienced diverse cultures or ethnic
groups.
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Agree
Somewhat
2

Unsure
3

Disagree
Somewhat
4

Disagree
5

List three positive aspects about your practicum placement

List three things that could improve this placement

We would appreciate it if you would write a short paragraph on your experience of undertaking a
practicum placement. This information will be used for promotional purposes for other students who
may wish to undertake a practicum module in the future.

Please rate your overall satisfaction with the module by placing a vertical mark (I) on the scale below
(100 being the highest score)

0________20_________40_________60_________80___________100

© Please feel free to republish or copy this resource. All we ask is that you credit the author(s) and reference and source.
UL Engage Resource (2017) Quillinan, B. ‘UL Practicum Module Guide’
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